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Rocky is a 1976 American sports drama film directed by John G. Avildsen, written by and starring Sylvester
Stallone. It tells the rags to riches American Dream story of Rocky Balboa, an uneducated but kind-hearted
working class Italian-American boxer working as a debt collector for a loan shark in the slums of
Philadelphia.Rocky, a small-time club fighter, gets a shot at the world heavyweight ...
Rocky - Wikipedia
Rocky II is a 1979 American sports drama film written, directed by, and starring Sylvester Stallone. It is the
sequel to the 1976 film Rocky, and was the last installment in the film series that was distributed solely by
United Artists.. Stallone, Carl Weathers, Tony Burton, Burgess Meredith, Burt Young and Talia Shire reprised
their original roles. The Ring magazine heavyweight championship ...
Rocky II - Wikipedia
DonnÃ©es clÃ©s Auteur d'origine Sylvester Stallone Nombre de films 8 Premier opus Rocky (1976) Dernier
opus Creed 2 (2018) DonnÃ©es clÃ©s Pays dâ€™origine Ã‰tats-Unis Genre drame sportif ThÃ¨me(s) boxe
Inspiration(s) Le personnage principal s'inspire de Chuck Wepner Pour plus de dÃ©tails, voir Fiche technique
et Distribution Rocky est une sÃ©rie cinÃ©matographique Ã©crite par Sylvester ...
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